
1. Write a definition of your aspirational talent in a creative industry context 
& how you would like to individually express it in the capstone project (max 
50 words).

My aspirational talent within the creative industry is the production of content 
that reaches across platforms. I am suited for the art work and actual creation, 
especially within the realms of internet content. Within the capstone project I will 
use these capabilities to create visually engaging interactive touchpoints for my 
chosen brand.

2. Choose the capstone project brand (commercial, issue, cultural) you would 
like to situate in the Vice context.

State Library Victoria

3. Define the why, how and what of your chosen brand in the purpose 
approach model.

WHY / The library is a memory institution. It wants to maximise the discoverability 
of out of copyright digitised content which is rare, unique and important to our 
heritage.

HOW / The library enables visitors to create new insights and innovations through 
the revival of content. By recirculating the knowledge of past genius, the new 
creatives of today can make beautiful things.

WHAT / The library provides a discovery experience for visitors for the enrichment 
of cultural life, produced in new collaborative virtual and physical spaces. 

4. Tell the basic story of your chosen brand in a single paragraph.

On the hero’s journey to satisfy the discovery in the vault of art and literature, 
we, as the mentor, provide a gift of a safe and venerable space that magically 
enlightens and provides the opportunity for conceiving something new, there by 
creating a journey that inspires new extensions to our cultural heritage.

1. Write a definition of your aspirational talent in a creative industry context 
& how you would like to individually express it in the capstone project (max 
50 words).

My talent in the creative industries is to make media art, and generate content 
across digital platforms and techniques. In this capstone project, I reframe ideas 
in new art work and three distinct styles ( 1950’s book cover art, 1960’s fashion 
illustrations and 1980’s film posters) and connect the cool vault of the State Library 
in the accelerated context of Vice. It shows the benefit of an inspirational digital 
repository for curious contemporary makers like me!

2. Choose the capstone project brand (commercial, issue, cultural) you would 
like to situate in the Vice context.

State Library Victoria

3. Define the why, how and what of your chosen brand in the purpose 
approach model.

WHY / The library is a memory institution. It wants to maximise the discoverability 
of out of copyright digitised content which is rare, unique and important to our 
heritage.

HOW / The library enables visitors to create new insights and innovations through 
the revival of content. By recirculating the knowledge of past genius, the new 
creatives of today can make beautiful things.

WHAT / The library provides a discovery experience for visitors for the enrichment 
of cultural life, produced in new collaborative virtual and physical spaces. 

4. Tell the basic story of your chosen brand in a single paragraph.

On the hero’s journey to satisfy the discovery in the vault of art and literature, 
we, as the mentor, provide a gift of a safe and venerable space that magically 
enlightens and provides the opportunity for conceiving something new, there by 
creating a journey that inspires new extensions to our cultural heritage.
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For the Vice audience, as Wi-Fi chasers, the library is the sanctuary of 
internet access. The main influx of people are there with a predisposition 
to connect and engage with internet content and are focussed on 
clicking to the crux of contemporary issues, including the uncensored 
and often controversial topics covered by Vice. This large portion of 
the library’s visitors is the opportunity for a reframing spur.

The perception that libraries are a place of less genuine, boring, PG 
or censored content than the no-bullshit Vice feed, is bullshit in and of 
itself. We must reveal the truth, which is that this content isn’t anything 
new, and has been done just as well, if not better, by millions of people 
before us. 

State Library Victoria as an entity is more than just a building and 
the library itself, and their ecosystem extends onto internet platforms. 
They gift curious minds with free online galleries, journals, family 
history resources, databases, eBooks, and are passionate about the                    
ever-increasing resources in the public domain. 

This is the time machine that allows people to rediscover cultural   
absurdity and significance and realise that we are not the first     
generation to face social issues, ranging from grave to spectacular. 
Through reclamation and reverence of the past, State Library Victoria 
encourages enlightenment and provides the opportunity for conceiving 
something new. The library is already supporting this mentality by 
collaborating with Redbubble on their #CreateArtHistory campaign, 
in which they have released high quality images of illustration and art 
from the past to revive and reimagine. 

Ultimately, the library will appropriately remain the sanctuary of free 
Wi-Fi, as it is the symbol of unrestricted knowledge in every facet. It 
is the way that people use the limitless resource that should change, 
as exhaustive and overlooked historical content can be used and 
recirculated to inspire new creation.

STATE LIBRARY VICTORIA
Organising Idea



Enter the 
Vault of Cool

Organises

The vault of cool stands 
for the preservation and 
distribution of artistic 
expression across 
generations.

Activates Behaviour

The vault of cool is 
always open: it is 

there to be explored 
and more importantly, 

added to.

Inspires Experiences

Whether a real or digital space, 
the library invites people to be 

immersed in an incubator of 
creative energy. 

Uses Brand Tone & Style

The library lets you shine a 
contemporary light on every 
unique expression of the past.

Seeks Participation with & for People

Every new endeavour will feel 
collaborative with the support 

of thousands of years of human 
experience and learning behind it.

Delivers Brand Purpose

The library is a memory 
institution. By recirculating the 
coolness of past genius, the 
new creatives of today can 
make beautiful things.

The virtual experience space of Vice is a perfect growth platform 
for State Library Victoria, as it will remind people that this endless             
chronicle of art and literature isn’t a dusty pile of bricks, but rather a 
much more interactive world full of colour and diverse points of view 
that is more relevant today than they realise. 

Focussing specifically on contemporary expression, Vice and State 
Library Victoria could be the meeting of minds that young creatives 
today sorely need, even if they don’t know it yet.



The preconception is the library is a dead archive of written and visual 
art. The behavioral change we are activating is the library is not for 
curious SEARCHERS, but an integral part of the creative MAKER 
movement. 

The media art in the library has a dual function: it is open for creatives 
who want to make, but it is also the future destination for the most 
coveted work they make during their lifetime. Becoming part of art 
history is a realistic opportunity in the digital age: submitting your best 
work to the vault of cool is like planting tree for future generations.

The State Library is the Hadron Collider of the Melbourne creative 
scene, where past icons, present makers, and the art history of the 
future meet in a powerful accelerator among superconducting magnets 
to boost the energy of the expressive particles on its way.

The past is more accessible than ever, and the vault is a current digital 
inspiration.
 
The makers of today are meeting in the library in the presence of great 
heritage, and form a conscious tribal community.
 
The archive of the future is made today, and you can act now.

Big idea: 

Become Immortal



Signposts /  Posters in the library and in public transport. These images will 
also appear in the native context of Vice Creators. It has examples of past styles 
and vault-work, in headlines about death and how artists can become immortal. 
This is the re-animation of art work, and has the fingerprints of living creative 
tribes all over it.





Roundabouts /  Social media & Vice (Creators);   but also café’s 
like the Black Cat. We want to take the potential of the inspirational 
vault to the makers quarters like Fitzroy. We also insert our artwork 
on the backs of zine’s currently produced by the artist community 
on the basis of art in the State Library Vault.

Towncenters /  The best transaction is when you can book your 
place in the vault NOW.   It’s better than a tombstone, and you preserve 
your legacy like free cryonics. If you sign up now, you reframe copyright 
expiration as a moment of celebration. 

In Australia, your work becomes public domain 70 years after your 
death. The State Library guarantees that in 70 years’ time, you’ll be in 
their newsletter of 2087, and on the poster of the week in the eternal 
Latrobe room for art that is coming out-of-copyright. Until that time, 
newly out-of-copyright work from the past will hang there as inspiration.

Book your digital place in the State Library vault and become immortal. 
This digital upcycling facility for posterity is sponsored and made 
possible by Allianz Life Insurance.  



Destinations /   Immersion: Artists meet on the lawn in front of the library 
in the bustle of the city to discuss your inevitable artistic death with fellow 
millennials. These happy annual ‘out-of-copyright’ events for immortality 
are time warps, like Back To The Future. They discuss what you select for 
entry into the vault, and why you would like to keep it under wraps until 
after your death. 


